Success Together
About the program

Reasons to join the
Success Together
program







To create an abundant life
To guide wealth and
prosperity into your life
To realize your full potential
To banish emotional
baggage and mental
thoughts that do not serve
your highest purpose
To fully see how to obtain
your business goals and life
goals

Success Together is a program put
together to help you create affluent
abundance in your life. Over this
(10) ten-week course we will work
our way through ‘Secrets of the
Millionaire Mind’. Along with our
readings we will also be using, the
Emotion Code, and Body Code, and
‘Abundance Breakthrough’; to
release anything blocking you from
prosperity, self-worth,
and abundance.
10-week ‘Success Together’
Program:
+ Abundance Breakthrough
Session
$497 ($1197 value)
Ruth Kent, LLC
700 Kensington Place—unit 8H
Asheville, NC 28803
Phone: 828-778-0254
Skype: ruthmkent11
E-mail: ruthkentpresent@gmail.com
Web: www.ruthkentllc.com

A Personal Abundance
Breakthrough Session

Discover the means to live
a life of joy through freedom!

Testimonials

I very much enjoyed T.
Harv Eker’s book Secrets of the Millionaire
Mind. He is able to impart life lessons to
be learned in such a boldly direct, simplistic, and humorous way. The honesty of
this no nonsense style gives the reader a
much needed breath of fresh air. Much of
my work as a clinical social worker is to
open the doors, which allow clients to
make informed choices as they embark on
a new path in life. Even though I teach
my clients many of the principles listed in
his book, T. Harv Eker was able to open
my doors even wider, helping me to gain
deeper understanding of my blocks to
abundance. Ruth Kent, had a marvelous
idea when she incorporated both T. Harv
Eker’s book and Dr. Bradley Nelson’s The
Body Code system of energy healing into
this 10-week course. The book helps
readers to identify those blocks, imbalances, and barriers that keep them stuck.
And once identified, The Body Code is
then able to release the trapped energy at
the root cause of those blocks, imbalances, and barriers. This is how to truly
change your personal blueprint.
~ Thank you Ruth!

“The Success Together calls
were the catalyst that I needed to kick start
my Millionaire Mind & business growth. After
each call, I was able to get clarity on the areas
I needed to focus on. The Secrets of the
Millionaire Mind book set the stage for having
my mind in the right thinking. Our calls
allowed me to soak in my learning. I also
learned from the wonderful women on the
call. Ruth Kent is wonderful and the Emotion
code allowed me to clear the way for
success. 2016 is going to be the GREAT year. I
am confident my Success Together group
helped get me ready.”
-Raquel Tillman

“My experience with this
program was exactly as it is named, "Success
Together". This is what I received with other
like-minded professional ladies. My income
increased, my health and well-being improved
and my days were more productive. Ruth gave
each participant individualized attention and
we had opportunities to support one another
in achieving our weekly goals. It was time well
spent with amazing results beyond my
expectations. Thank you, Ruth. You are an
Angel.”
-Geri Brisbane-Crooks

-Joan Stein

This is how to truly change your personal blueprint.

One of the tools we will use over 10-weeks
to create abundance.

How to begin cultivating
YOUR Millionaire mind:
•
•

Call me at 828.778.0254
Reserve your seat for the next
‘Success Together’ program.
(There are only 10 people per program, so spots are limited.

•

•

Dedicate 10-weeks to creating
abundance in your life.
Purchase T. Harv Eker’s ‘Secrets
of the Millionaire Mind’

